
BRGS KS3 Computing Assessment Criteria  

Year 7 Topics  

 E-safety 

 Flowcharts 

 Scratch 

 Binary conversions 

 Spreadsheet models 

 Image editing 

 HTML/CSS 

 Databases 

 Small Basic 

 Micro:bit 

Emerging  State the dangers of giving away personal information online and meeting up with strangers.  

 Define an algorithm 

 Draw flowcharts representing a sequence of instructions 

 Use sequence, selection, and repetition and variables in a block language. Write sequences of 
instruction to gain input and produce output in a text language. 

 Convert between denary and binary number systems and vice versa. 

 Enter spreadsheet formulae and use a basic range of functions and formats. Create graphs. 

 Manipulate images using vector and bitmapped tools. 

 Use a limited range of HTML tags to create a web page.  

 Database development, creating database tables, queries, data types, data formats, forms and 
reports. 

 Use keywords and phrases in Internet searching 
 

Advancing  State the dangers of social networking and know how to protect online identity. 

 Draw flowcharts to solve problems using selection and iteration 

 Solve problems using sequence, selection, repetition and variables in a block language. 

 Solve problems using sequence, selection and variables in a text language. 

 Convert between denary and binary number systems and vice versa. Explain why digital computers 
only use binary for data storage. 

 Perform calculations using a wider range of spreadsheet functions and formulae. Modify graphs. 

 Describe the difference between vector and bitmapped image storage. 

 Create web pages using a range of HTML tags.  Format the page with inline CSS. Use logical operators 
And, Or, Not in Internet searching. 

 

Securing  Draw flowcharts to solve problems with nested selection and iteration 

 Convert algorithms in to code solving complex problems with selection and iteration in a block 

language. Solve problems with multiple stages in a text language. 

 Convert between denary and binary number systems and vice versa. 

 Explain the difference between vector and bitmap images and where each is used. 

 Given HTML code draw the web page produced. Evaluate trustworthiness of digital content. 

 Spreadsheet functions, formulae, formatting, graphs 

 

Deepening  Draw flowcharts to solve problems with variables, nested selection and iteration 

 Convert complex algorithms into code involving relational operators, nested selection and iteration in 

both text and block languages. Create modular code with parameters in a block language. 

 Convert between denary and binary number systems and vice versa. Clearly explain why digital 
computers only use binary for data storage in terms of electronic circuits 

 Link to an external CSS file to format a web page. Add interactivity using JavaScript. 

 Spreadsheet functions, formulae, formatting, graphs 

 

 

  



 

Year 8 Topics 

 Interactive ppt (e-safety) 

 Algorithms & flowcharts 

 BYOB 

 Small Basic 

 Binary addition/ASCII/units 

 Image quality/Image file size 

 Database questionnaire  

 HTML/CSS/JavaScript 

 Spreadsheet with macros 

 Codebug 

Emerging  Safe use of social networking sites, online photo sharing, mobile Internet access, online 
gaming, use of webcams.  Dangers of giving away personal information and meeting up with 
strangers. 

 Know that different algorithms can be used to perform the same task 

 Create a list in a block language. Follow instructions to create modular programs in a block 

language. 

 Edit images using magic wand, lasso, flip, rotate, scale. State well known image file types 

 Create database tables with meaningful field names and correct data types. Create input 
forms 

 Create simple recorded spreadsheet macros. 

  

Advancing  State the output from one pass through the bubble sort algorithms 

 Add and remove items from a list in a block programming language.  Create modular 

programs in a block language. 

 Perform binary addition. 

 Use layers and image editing tools to manipulate images 

 Create charts in spreadsheet and use Min, Max and Average functions 

 Create appropriate primary key field in a database, design queries, format data entry forms 
 

Securing  State the number of passes through the bubble sort algorithm required to completely sort a 

list 

 Implement linear search and binary search in a block programming language. Create 

modular programs with parameters in a block language. 

 Explain why all computer data is represented in binary  

 Explain the terms pixel, colour depth and image resolution 

 Use If, Count and Rand functions in a spreadsheet. Use Goal Seek to make predictions 

 Create dropdown lists and validation rules in a database, use inequalities in queries 

Deepening  Explain the bubble sort, binary search and linear search algorithms in terms of efficiency 

and research and explain further sorting and searching algorithms 

 Implement linear search, binary search and bubble sort in a text programming language. 

 Create modular programs in a text language. 

 Explain how colour depth and image resolution affects image file sizes 

 Create macros and use VLookups in a spreadsheet 

 Use VBA code to validation data entry in a database.  Create queries to calculate totals and 

averages 

 

  



 

Year 9 
Topics E-safety 

 App research (e-safety) 

 App Inventor 

 AppShed 

 HTML/CSS/JavaScript 

 Von Neumann architecture 

 Sound/compression 

 Networks 

 Logic gates 

 VBA in spreadsheet  

 Databases/SQL  

 Raspberry Pi 

Emerging  Follow tutorials to create interactive mobile phone apps using block languages 

 Record and manipulate sound files to create new sounds 

 State the function of a CPU 

 Explain advantages and disadvantages of networking computers 

 Recognise circuit symbols for AND, OR and NOT gates 
 

Advancing  Define web, hybrid, native and social apps 

 Create mobile phone apps using a range of facilities including APIs 

 Develop interactive web pages using JavaScript 

 State the need for digitisation of sound waves before they can be stored and manipulated 
on computers 

 Compare computer specifications and describe suitability for different purposes 

 State the relationship between input, output, processor and storage and the function of 
each 

 Recognise diagrams of different network topologies 

 Be able to draw logic circuits and truth tables for AND, OR and NOT gates 
 

Securing  Develop mobile phone apps using both block and text based languages to solve simple 
problems. Create data entry forms with a range of inputs objects. 

 Describe analogue to digital conversion of sound waves. State different file formats for 
storage of sound and whether they are compressed formats 

 State the effect of number of cores, clock speed and data bus on processor performance 

 Describe network topologies, packet switching and circuit switching 

 Draw logic circuits using a combination of logic gates and draw their truth tables 
 

Deepening  Write and trace algorithms with two or more input variables 

 Develop mobile phone apps to meet user needs 

 Describe the effect of sampling rate and resolution on the quality and size of sound files. 
Describe the difference between lossy and lossless compression 

 Understand the von Neumann architecture in relation to the fetch execute cycle, including 
how data is stored in memory 

 Know the names of hardware e.g. hubs, routers, switches, and the names of protocols e.g. 
SMTP, iMAP, POP, FTP, TCP/IP, associated with networking computer systems 

 Draw logic circuit diagrams to solve electronic problems and perform simple Boolean 
algebra 

 

 

 


